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Subject: Apple’s circumvention of the common charger directive

On 4 October 2022, the European Parliament adopted by an overwhelming majority the directive on a 
common charger for electronic devices (2021/0291 (COD)), making USB-C ports mandatory for all 
electronic devices sold on the European market by 2026.

Welcomed by all, this sensible decision supports the interoperability of equipment. It will therefore 
tackle the 11 000 tonnes of electronic waste produced in connection with chargers each year, while 
also preventing large technology companies from potentially monopolising the electronic equipment 
sector.

However, according to several media outlets, the manufacturer Apple is planning to circumvent this 
regulation for its upcoming iPhone 15 – due to be released in September 2023 – by using a 
proprietary ecosystem based on USB-C accessories certified by the manufacturer. Transfer and 
charging speeds would reportedly be limited for other cables.

Given this alarming information, we would like to ask the following questions:

1. Has the Commission discussed this with Apple? How did Apple respond?

2. Can the Commission allow manufacturers to change a phone’s performance if a cable from 
another manufacturer, that is not part of the certified proprietary ecosystem, is used?

3. What measures and sanctions will it implement if it is found that EU legislation is being bypassed 
in this way?
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